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age from effeminacy, and brought some of its most note-
worthy achievements to fruition. If the blossoming season
lasted on into the Ashikaga period the seed was planted
and largely harvested within that of Kamakura.
Ill
The chief Zen teacher of the era was Eeisai (1141-
1215)3 a monk of Hiei who visited China and mastered the
technique of contemplation and of the 'dark sayings' which
encourage intuition by baffling reason and logic. Chinese
Zenists also found in Japan a peaceful refuge from China
in unrest, and they helped to lead Japan into ways of
transcendental and carefree mysticism.   Coming at the
moment when the military were asserting their authority,
and had need of firmness and courage, Zen played a great
part also in political life. It could be practised in camp,
on the march, or even on the battle-field; for it scorns
images and books and sends man to find truth within. In
their difficult daily decisions as governors too, these sol-
diers found guidance in this mental discipline, and men
like Tokiyori (who ruled from 1246 to 1256) and Toki-
mune (1268-84) found constant inspiration in their Zen
masters. Proud and highhanded with others, they had to
humble themselves as children to enter into the Kingdom
of Zen.
It is a kingdom in which all things are one in the in-
dwelling Buddha, and it inspired painters like Mu-shih or
Mokkei, a Chinese of Hangchou, and his Japanese pupil
Mokuan, and through them the great Sesshu and Sesson
and the Kanos—to simplify and strengthen their art by
omission. With a few powerful strokes these contem-
plators would draw in a mood of ecstasy some large and
tranquillizing landscape, or a mighty upland, or a Zen
master at some dramatic moment in his spiritual history.
Zen has been well described by Dr. Anesaki as 'an adapta-
tion of Hindu idealism to Chinese quietism and then to
the intuitive insight and the practical nature of the Japanese
people*. China had developed a peculiar technique which

